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That’s Entertainnnnnnn……ment! 

If you’re old enough to remember that phrase from the 1974 MGM 
retrospective of celebrities recalling their favorite musicals and film 
moments of the previous 50 years, you’re old enough to remember a 
time when defining entertainment was a much easier task.

These days, knowing what is going to be entertaining and what 
isn’t is a little trickier. Who knew that a 7-second loop of kids doing 
silly things could launch huge teen heartthrobs, or that 15 seconds 
of lip-syncing on Musical.ly could attract 10 million daily users, 70 
million registered users, and the ability to generate an entirely new 
category of entertainers known as “musers”?

Would Gene Kelly ever have guessed that someone doing a review 
of the beauty products she bought that day might be more valuable 
or engaging than a trained actor, dancer, or musician? Or that 1 in 3 
people would say that they would rather watch multiple episodes of 
a TV show than a single movie? Or could any of us have imagined 
a summer where catching and battling Pokémon would be the 
reason kids went outside and the entire world added on a few extra 
gigabites to their data plans?

“Entertainment” has taken a very different turn these days, and 
as marketers, creators, and even consumers, we are learning to 
redefine how to handle the celebrities, content, and advertising that 
goes along with it. 

We hope this report, from the stats, to the trends, to the people, to 
our thoughts about the future of entertainment, gives you a bit of 
perspective on this ever-evolving world. Enjoy!

Trendera
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WHAT
THEY WATCH...

TV > MOVIES
58%
64%
1

of consumers would rather watch 8 hours of 
TV than 8 hours of movies
of consumers don’t go to the movies more 
often because it’s too expensive

3/
Nearly

consumers 13-50 would rather watch multiple 
episodes of a TV show than a single movie

Does age matter? When it comes to TV, we all have more similar tastes 
than we realize. These favorite shows resonated across the generations:

FAVORITE TV SHOWS

REALITY

AMERICA’S 
GOT TALENT CHOPPED AMAZING 

RACE BIG BROTHER

SCRIPTED

THE 
WALKING 

DEAD

GAME OF 
THRONES

AMERICAN 
HORROR 

STORY

AGENTS OF 
S.H.I.E.L.D.     ABC

  YouTube

  Netflix

FAVORITE 
CHANNELS

G
EN

 V

23%

19%

17%

  *

  ABC

   Netflix

G
EN

 Y

21%

21%

14%

     Netflix
  ABC

   CBS

G
EN

 X

20%

20%

16%

*AMC, HBO, A&E, ABC Family

WHAT INFLUENCES THEM TO 
WATCH NEW ENTERTAINMENT:

59%

Friends/family 
recommendations

56%

Ads and trailers

54%

Cast
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Jennifer 
Lawrence

                   OVERALL
FAVORITE ACTORS/ACTRESSES

Dwayne 
Johnson

Pokemon GO is the most successful mobile app in history, garnering 
more users than Twitter in its first week and reaching an outstanding 

20 million daily users.

Musical.ly’s recent $500 million evaluation is thanks to its network of 
over 20 million monthly users in the US. 

Musical.ly has attracted 70 million users of mostly teen, tweens, and 
kids within two years.

   

Johnny Depp
Leonardo DiCaprio

Sandra 
Bullock

Melissa McCarthy

APP STORE UPDATE

WHAT 
MAKES 
THEM 
INTERESTED 
IN NEW TV 
SHOWS AND 
MOVIES

BASED ON A TRUE STORY

BASED ON A BOOK

SEQUEL

64%

48%

38%

WHAT 
MAKES 
THEM 
INTERESTED 
IN NEW TV 
SHOWS AND 
MOVIES:

BASED ON A TRUE STORY

BASED ON A BOOK

SEQUEL

64%

48%

38%

STAT HIGLIGHTS
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WHY
THEY WATCH...
Respondents were most likely to watch...

TV SHOWS TO: 

BE IN THE KNOW

41%
LAUGH

41%
HAVE SOMETHING TO TALK 

ABOUT WITH FRIENDS

37%
FALL ASLEEP

35%

MOVIES TO: 

BE SCARED

60%
CRY

47%
HAVE SOMETHING TO DO 

WITH FAMILY

42%
HAVE SOMETHING TO DO 

WITH FRIENDS

36%

VIDEO GAMES TO: 

RELIEVE STRESS

32%
RELIEVE BOREDOM

30%
PASS THE TIME

27%

ONLINE VIDEOS TO: 

LEARN

41%
FEEL CONNECTED TO WHAT’S 

GOING ON IN CULTURE

30%
BE IN THE KNOW

26%
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Entertainment 
Shifts
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2. The New TV
You’ve heard us often talk about the importance of mobile and social, so this time we’ll let the numbers do the 
talking: consumers spend one fourth of their media time on mobile, while advertisers are spending only an eighth 
of their budget there—but that tide is finally turning. As advertisers catch up and this $20 billion gap closes, social 
media (specifically Facebook, Instagram, and Snapchat) is poised to become the new TV with regard to both 
audience and ad spend. 

Currently, Facebook controls 20 percent of the mobile ad market and is growing three times faster than Google.1 
While some like to say that Facebook isn’t “cool,” there’s no denying that it has become the place the majority of 
consumers get their news, both on the world and on their friends. And in the past year, we’ve seen the social giant 
strategically moving forward with video, investing heavily in the creation of its own content and rewriting algorithms 
that devalue videos from other publishers, who, up until recently, have enjoyed being prominently featured in users’ 
news feeds. In the past year alone, the top 10 news sites on Facebook saw a 55 percent decline in likes and a 64 
percent drop in comments thanks to Facebook’s new model.2

Snapchat is also well aligned with this shift toward social video, particularly with the introduction of Stories, Lenses, 
Discover, and Memories. In the past year, Snapchat’s daily views quintupled from 2 to 10 billion,3 so it’s no surprise 
that Instagram has also recently followed suit with its new Stories feature in attempt to grab some of that viewership. 
As attention and advertising continue their migration from cable television networks to social video networks, we’re 
interested to see not only how platforms use it to evolve, but also consumers’ response to the influx of ads. 

1. Source: eMarketer 2015
2. Source: Newswhip, 2016
3. Source: Snapchat 2015
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bottom line
The future of entertainment may very well be the Social Video Network, where a suite of gossip, news, entertainment, and are 
wrapped up into one highly engaging package.

Above: Snapchat stories
Teens aren’t really watching the news, but they are paying attention to the 
Discover section on Snapchat, where brands and media outlets post content 
daily.

Left: Facebook video
Facebook is leveraging their control over the mobile market to grow its video 
platform by favoring native videos and Facebook live videos over other types 
of content.

Facebook controls 20% 
of the mobile ad market 
and is growing three times 
faster than Google.

Left: Stat
Source: eMarketer, 2015

ENTERTAINMENT SHIFTS
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 Now Trending 
in Entertainment
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Content remains king, and we continue to look across the pond for 
inspiration. Expect a more positive Brexit as we get some of their best 
British Thrillers: AMC’s The Night Manager stars Tom Hiddleston, who is also 
known as one half of Hiddleswift and potentially the next James Bond. On 
other networks, BBC America has London Spy and Sundance has The Last 
Panthers. British Thrillers are perfect for the television landscape right now 
due to their short seasons and limited runs, plus the genre lends itself to the 
brand of must-see-TV that networks are craving to keep viewers coming back 
live week after week. 

THE BRITISH (THRILLERS) ARE 
STILL COMING

With Fall premieres right around the corner, everyone’s favorite characters 
will be returning to the small screen. That said, we’ve noticed that many of 
said characters fit the increasingly common Sexy Jerk stereotype currently 
trending on programs like The Mindy Project and Crazy Ex-Girlfriend. 
Arguably popularized by Mad Men’s Don Draper, played by Jon Hamm, the 
Sexy Jerk has the look of your stereotypical heart-throb, but his appeal ends 
there, with his personality becoming less and less appealing the more his 
character is developed. However, that doesn’t stop the lead from considering 
him a viable romantic option, adding dimension to the “hot guy” character 
trope. In addition to being a foray into more complex characters, The Sexy 
Jerk serves as a critique of male privilege and chauvinistic behaviors, and his 
growing popularity suggests audiences are resonating with more nuanced 
characters. 

TV’S SEXY JERKS

Do we smell the next Twilight? The literature community’s current obsession 
is quirky and creative YA fantasy book series, Fairyland, by Catherynne 
Valente. Originating online in 2009 with The Girl Who Circumnavigated 
Fairyland in a Ship of Her Own Making, Fairyland had humble beginnings 
as crowdfunded project before being the first ever web-only novel to win a 
Nebula award from the Science Fiction Writers of America. Two years later, 
it was published and went on to become a successful young adult novel with 
four sequels. The five-part series documents the adventures of September, 
a 12-year-old girl from the 1940s who finds portals to magical worlds, other 
planets, and different time periods. The riveting adventure series has 
captured the hearts and minds of children and adults alike and is definitely 
one to watch. 

FAIRYLAND

NOW TRENDING: ENTERTAINMENT
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What’s Hot 
in Entertainment 
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RIZ 
AHMED

What you’ve seen him in: 
33-year-old British actor 
Riz Ahmed says he likes 
to tackle race and religion 
in his films, as seen in his 
roles in The Reluctant 
Fundamentalist, 
Nightcrawler, and The 
Road to Guantanamo. 

What’s next: 
Ahmed is starring in a 
newly released eight-
part HBO drama called 
The Night Of, in which 
he plays a Pakistani-
American student 
accused of murdering a 
young white woman. You 
can also catch Ahmed in 
the newest Bourne film, 
Jason Bourne, as well as 
the upcoming Star Wars 
spin-off, Rogue One.

 

RACHEL 
KELLER

What you’ve seen her in: 
24-year-old Rachel Keller 
stars in FX’s popular 
drama Fargo as lead 
female character Simone 
Gerhardt. She also plays 
a leading role in rom com 
Hollidaysburg, which 
was featured on Starz’s 
acclaimed documentary 
series The Chair.

What’s next:
FX can’t get enough 
of Keller, who will star 
alongside Aubrey Plaza in 
the network’s new X-Men 
spin-off, Legion.

HALEY 
BENNETT

What you’ve seen her in:
Bennett made her 
big screen debut in 
2007’s Music and Lyrics 
alongside Hugh Grant 
and Drew Barrymore, and 
has starred in numerous 
projects such as Marley 
& Me, Hardcore Henry, 
and The Equalizer. 
You’ll find Bennett all 
over the big screen this 
fall, as she stars in the 
much anticipated The 
Girl on the Train as well 
as western remake The 
Magnificent Seven.

What’s next: 
Bennett will soon 
become a household 
name, set to star in the 
as-yet untitled Howard 
Hughes movie directed 
by Warren Beatty and 
the next Terrence Malick 
movie opposite Christian 
Bale and Cate Blanchett.

MALACHI 
KIRBY

What you’ve seen him in: 
Up until now, 26-year-old 
Malachi Kirby has only 
been known for various 
smaller projects such as 
Gone Too Far and My 
Brother the Devil, but 
that’s about to change 
quickly for the British 
actor.   

What’s next: 
Kirby is currently starring 
in the acclaimed TV mini-
series revival of Roots as 
lead Kunta Kinte, which 
will undoubtedly catapult 
him to stateside fame. 

actors + actresses

ELLA 
PURNELL

What you’ve seen her in: 
Only 19 years old, Ella 
Purnell made her acting 
debut at age nine in the 
West End production 
of Oliver and has since 
appeared in multiple 
notable films such as 
Never Let Me Go, Kick-
Ass 2, and Maleficent 
while also landing leads 
in Intruders, Ways to Live 
Forever, and Wildlike.  

What’s next: 
Purnell has more exciting 
film projects to come, 
including lead roles in 
both Churchill and Tim 
Burton’s Miss Peregrine’s 
Home for Peculiar 
Children, which will be 
released this fall. 
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THE OUTS
Following two gay men traversing the complicated system of life and love in New York City, “The 
Outs”, directed by Adam Goldman, aims to bring attention to aspects of the gay community that 
aren’t addressed currently in modern day television. Taking place six months after Jack (Hunter 
Canning) and Mitchell (Adam Goldman) suffer through a rough breakup, the series chronicles 
this struggling couple as they attempt to tackle the golden question: is friendship possible after 
a romantic relationship? With a budget of $500 and 48 hours of filming, the hit series has been 
praised as the most accurate portrayal of young gay men on the internet and has taken this 
community by storm.

web-series to watch

THE TRY GUYS
BuzzFeed’s “The Try Guys” follows four affable men in their twenties who have set out to 
experience a variety of ridiculous scenarios, often resulting in hilarious adventures and 
educational opportunities. From trying drag for the first time and wearing pregnancy bellies to 
testing ladies’ underwear and attempting boob contouring, the series’ extreme nature has allowed 
the cast to push the boundaries of gender, sexuality and ethnicity, which has catapulted it to 
profound fame and success. 

WOMANHOOD
Deadpan comedy meets cringe-worthy narrative in the hilarious new web series “Womanhood,” 
a women’s advice show from Refinery29. Hosted by comediennes Jo Firestone and Aparna 
Nancherla, the series cleverly deconstructs female stereotypes as it attempts to guide young 
women through trivial dilemmas. Leaning more towards comedy than delivering sound advice, 
“Womanhood” will undoubtedly resonate with fans of Broad City and The Unbreakable Kimmy 
Schmidt, as it’s the perfect mix of empowering and absurd.  

TIME TRAVELING BONG
Comedy Central’s miniseries “Time Traveling Bong” is the next stoner comedy, uniting social satire 
and subtle 4/20 humor without having to constantly remind the viewer that they’re watching 
a series about weed. The series follows two New Jersey roommates, cousins Sharee and Jeff 
(played by Broad City’s Lana Glazer and Paul W. Downs), who come across a bong that takes them 
across centuries in just a puff. After first landing in 17th century Salem, Massachusetts, the bong is 
smashed, only to be poorly reconstructed. The broken bong then sends the duo randomly across 
the space-time continuum, resulting in the hilarious adventures of two lost stoners. 

#HOODDOCUMENTARY
#HoodDocumentary follows “triple threat” Roll Safe (R.S. for short), a deluded, hopeless, yet 
strangely lovable singer, actor, and dancer who has set out to prove that he is a “perfect example 
of a young and upcoming creative.” Viewers accompany R.S., who sports a leather jacket, bare 
chest, and gold chains, through a small area of south London called “the Hood”, as he attempts 
to make it big. Since its initial upload as a short film onto YouTube last October, the hit British 
mockumentary, has garnered millions of views and has inspired an ongoing series. 
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online influencers
HEAVY HITTERS

JACOB

SARTORIUS
This 13-year-old Vine star has almost 2 million followers, and the  
music video for his hit single, “Sweatshirt,” has over 23 million 
views on YouTube.

MANDINGO

AMANDA

Mandingo, aka AmandasChronicles, 
is an openly gay 20-year-old YouTube 
star making a social impact with over 
500,000 followers on YouTube and 
73,000 followers on Twitter.

MCALLISTER 

JENN

McAllister aka JennXPenn is a YouTuber 
with 2.6 million followers who has partnered 
with Gen V favorite brands such as Brandy 
Melville and Mattel.

This LA-based beauty and 
fashion blogger could be the next 
Michelle Phan. Im has amassed 
a YouTube following of over 1.6 
subscribers and an Instagram 
following of 1.3 million. 

IM

JEN JOHN

BAKER JR.

With just shy of 2 million 
subscribers on YouTube, 
comedian John Baker Jr, whom 
you may recognize from The Heat 
has made a name for himself in 
the online comedy space. 
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Standout 
Marketing
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SAMSUNG 
LANdry
Making the Mundane More Fun

WHAT IT WAS:
If there’s one thing young people everywhere can agree 
on, it’s that they don’t like doing laundry. Understanding 
the struggle, Samsung Sweden developed the world’s first 
gaming laundromat, LANdry, to help ease the burden of 
doing chores while marketing its Galaxy S7 smartphone and 
Add Wash smart washing machine. The space features high-
speed internet (hence LANdry) and top-of-the-line gaming 
PCs that most gamers can only dream of. When patrons 
arrived, they were handed a Galaxy S7, which functioned as 
a timer. Once the machines were loaded, they could pass the 
time on a gaming PC until their wash was clean. 

WHY WE LIKED IT:
Samsung’s fun campaign put the spotlight on the major gaming demographic while also using its technology to make the boring 
parts of life more fun.  

KELLOGG’S 
CAFÉ
Nostalgia Gets the Foodie Treatment

WHAT IT WAS:
You’ve probably heard that breakfast cereal is on the decline 
among foodie Millennials and their adventurous palates, so 
Kellogg’s took things into their own hands (or should we say 
mouths) with a recent pop-up cereal bar in Times Square. 
Launched in July, Kellogg’s NYC served up designer bowls 
of cereal with the goal of helping people reconsider the way 
they perceive—and eat—the sugary breakfast staple. The 
brand tapped into celebrity chef Christina Tosi of Milk Bar to 
design a series of foodie combinations, from fan favorite Pis-
tachio & Lemon (Special K, Frosted Flakes, Pistachio, Lemon 
Zest, Thyme) to The Chai Line (Crispix, Fresh Peaches, Chai 
Tea Powder) starting at $7.50 a bowl.  Patrons also had the 

option to “raid the pantry” and design their own bowls or cereal sundaes, all of which were served out of numbered red cabi-
nets and in brown paper grocery bags. Every element of the space was designed to evoke nostalgia for the entire cereal eating 
experience, from the 25-cent tchotchkes in plastic bubbles sold at the grocery store to the familiar feeling, home-inspired space. 

WHY WE LIKED IT:
A great example of our New Perspectives trend, Kellogg’s recent pop-up gave consumers the opportunity to reconsider a classic 
product in a new light while still tapping into consumers’ nostalgia for it.

STANDOUT MARKETING
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delete your account 
phrase.
  [origin: popularized by Hillary Clinton] 1.
    a response to something you don’t 
    agree with 

FR acronym.
  1. for real

finesse adj./v.
  1. denotes elegance and style 2. to 
   smooth things out emotionally or 
   visually 

cancel v.
  1. the act of deleting someone or 
    something from your life

Damn, Gina phrase.
  [origin: the TV show, Martin] 1. when 
   you are taken aback 2. “whoa”

comfort tub n.
  1. food consumed for comfort, named 
   for its container (e.g. ice cream) 

benching v.
  1. holding off dating someone you’d like
   to be with in the future, but not right now

ganic adj.
  1. organic

look like a potato phrase.
  1. used to describe someone (usually 
   yourself) as ugly

suh acronym.
  1. mashup of “suh” and “huh”

twirl on them haters 
phrase.
  [origin: Beyoncé’s “Formation” single on 
   her Lemonade album] 1. relentless flexin’ 
   on your haters

TD acronym.
  1. to die

you don’t have the 
reach phrase.
  1. inability to throw shade at (diss)
   someone because you don’t have 
   the social media reach / aren’t relevant

hoe phase n.
  1. a period in life marked by promiscuity 

trash adj.
  1. classless 2. tasteless

RT acronym.
  1. retweet 2. used to show agreement

YQY acronym.
  1. Yas Queen Yas

know the slang

high key adj.
  1. opposite of low key 2. very obvious
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TRENDERA 
Insights. Trends. Strategy.
Los Angeles | New York
323.302.9800
www.trendera.com
      @trendera
      @trendera
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